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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the issues and preliminary work involved
in the creation of an information retrieval system that will
manage the retrieval from collections composed of both speech
recognised and ordinary text documents. In previous work, it
has been shown that because of recognition errors, ordinary
documents are generally retrieved in preference to recognised
ones. Means of correcting or eliminating the observed bias is
the subject of this paper. Initial ideas and some preliminary
results are presented.
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1. Introduction
At present, the main stream of information retrieval research
remains in homogenous data collections. However, with the
progress of multimedia technologies, the trend for searching
heterogeneous data collections is growing.
The MIND
(Multimedia International Digital Libraries) project [MIND01]
that the authors are currently working with provides a typical
example for this case. The research in MIND addresses issues
that arise when people have remote access to a great many
heterogeneous and distributed multimedia digital libraries
containing text, images, and audio data such as speech
recognised documents. In order to cope effectively with such
masses of knowledge, a subset of the digital libraries that most
likely contains relevant documents must be identified, selected,
and searched. The results obtained from those resources need
to be fused and merged into a single result. Both the means of
resource selection and data fusion must be achieved without
bias.
When ranking documents in a collection in relation to a query,
almost all of the weighting schemes and retrieval models used
assume that documents are created equal. The presence or
absence of a query word or the number of times that word
occurs within documents is assumed to have the same
significance across the collection (once document length has
been taken into account). If, however, a collection is composed
of documents created in different ways, such as a collection of
ordinary and speech recognised documents, or collections of

speech recognised documents where the recognition accuracy
varies widely, the assumptions are likely to be false.
In general, retrieval of spoken documents is viewed as a
success [Garofolo99b], speech recognition (SR) systems are
accurate enough to allow retrieval to operate at an acceptable
level. Spoken document retrieval (SDR) is being used:
internally within corporations ([Abberley98], [Renals99],
[THISL01]), and as a Web search engine ([SpeechB00A],
[SpeechB00B], [SpeechB01]). Word error rates (WER) on the
audio documents being retrieved are still relatively high,
however, because relevant documents generally contain each
query term with a high term frequency (tf), as long as a few of
the term occurrences are recognised, relevant documents will
be retrieved. If, however, the collection is composed of both
speech recognised and ordinary text documents, because the tf
in the recognised documents is lower, the ordinary documents
will be retrieved in preference to the recognised. This problem
is also found within the collection of spoken documents, some
audio documents are likely to be recognised more accurately
than others, those recognised well will contain query terms
with higher tf than those recognised badly1.
Within the framework of the MIND project, it is also assumed
that remote digital library providers will be either uninterested
or unwilling to provide detailed data on the content of their
libraries, therefore, it is desirable to determine the information
independently. This paper proposes an approach for dealing
with this problem (for speech data) through the automatic
identification of spoken documents and subsequent estimation
of the word error rate within those documents. Once such
information has been gained, document retrieval scores will be
adjusted to ensure a fairer ranking. The rest of this paper
describes past work in this area, followed by a description of
the methods to be used in the system. Some preliminary work
is then outlined before finally concluding.

2. Past work
Although a great deal of research has been conducted in the
retrieval of corrupted data, be it scanned text [Jones01], speech
([Garofolo99b], [Abberley98]), or translated foreign language
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For such documents, there is also the problem of no query
term occurrences being recognised at all. Clearly an
important problem, which has been addressed in past work
(e.g. the document expansion of Singhal [Singhal99] and use
of multiple hypotheses by Siegler [Siegler97], it is not
discussed here.

documents [Franz98], relatively little work has investigated the
notion of varying levels of corruption in the collection(s) being
retrieved. This is perhaps surprising, as it is quite reasonable
to expect such variation. Sanderson and Crestani briefly
addressed the problem of retrieving from a collection composed
of both ordinary and spoken documents [Sanderson98],
reporting that using a conventional tf·idf weighting scheme,
ordinary documents were retrieved in preference to spoken
documents. Since then, research in the area has come from the
Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) community
where retrieval from collections composed of documents
written in different languages requires consideration of
translation accuracy. Poorly translated documents are less
likely to be retrieved. Effective methods to deal with this
situation have been devised by identifying the language of the
documents and biasing ranking algorithms based on training
data derived from cross language test collections [Franz98].
Reported as being effective, the only problem with this
technique is the assumption that corruption from translation
error is consistent across documents of the same language, an
assumption which is likely to be false with the corruption from
recognition used in MIND.

3. Methods
The proposed means of providing a fair ranking when dealing
with collections of documents composed of either ordinary and
spoken documents or spoken document recognised at varying
levels of accuracy requires two components: a spoken document
identification system; and a method to estimate word error
rates. They are described here.

3.1 Spoken document identification
When considering how to spot if a piece of text was written or
automatically recognised, one can view spoken document
identification as a form of language identification
([LangID01A], [LangID01B], which is used to identify the kind
of language that a given document was written in. Though
techniques applied in language identification such as training a
word or character based n-gram model for recognised output
and ordinary text, etc. could also be used, some surface cues in
the document are likely to be able to identify whether or not it
is the output of speech recognition. For example, speech
recognisers generally do not insert punctuation in a fine
granularity level and do not have clear boundary between
sentences and paragraphs (here only the raw speech recognised
data with no human corrections is considered). Therefore, by
examining the ratio of punctuation to non-punctuation tokens,
and/or the ratio of capitalised to non-capitalised letters may
provide sufficient clues for the identification task. Another
possible solution could be to check whether a document
contains common spelling mistakes as speech recognisers
working from a pre-defined vocabulary do not misspell words.

Alternatively, a more sophisticated approach is to determine if
the document contains any words that are outside the
recogniser’s lexicon.
However, since different speech
recognisers have different lexicons and getting the lexicons of
them can be difficult, this method cannot be generally applied.
Table 1 shows some preliminary results by comparing the
punctuation and upper case words in 1804 speech recognised
and 115 hand transcribed files from TREC-9 collections.
From the table, it shows a magnitude difference in the
percentage of punctuation in speech recognised and hand
transcribed collections.
The punctuation within speech
documents contain full stops and apostrophe marks only
whereas hand transcriptions contains evenly distributed comma,
hyphen, parenthesis and question marks as well as full stops
and apostrophes. By further examining the speech recognised
documents, most of the full stops are not addressed to finish a
sentence but used as abbreviations such as H.I.V., U.N., etc.
Though strictly they should not be counted as full stops, the
magnitude difference in the punctuation percentage is not
affected by including them.
The speech recognised documents used in the experiment are
the “.srt” format files where all words are in capital letters.
This may not always be true as some other speech recognised
files may contain lower case letters only. Therefore, our
experiment does not cover all situations but extremely high or
low rate of upper case words can be used as an indication for
speech document identification.

3.2 Word error rate estimation
Once a document has been identified as one generated by a SR,
the next stage will be determining how much error is in the
transcript. In speech recognition, the conventional method is to
measure the Word Error Rate (WER) by comparing the output
of the recogniser to an accurate hand transcription. In the
situation we anticipate such a transcript will not be available.
In seeking an automatic method for estimating error rates, one
should consider how speech recognisers determine the most
likely sequence of words that were spoken. In addition to the
acoustic models that recognise phonemes, modern SR systems
use language models derived from large corpora to determine
the most likely word sequence given a set of recognised
phonemes. The models are applied over a small sliding
window of uttered words (no more than four or five) and have
the effect of improving recognition quality. However, even
when incorrectly recognising words, the models produce texts
that at the level of word pairs or triples make some form of
sense. For example the word sequence “On world news tonight
this Wednesday...” is recognised by a poor speech recogniser as
“on world is unlike his wins the...”: nonsensical, but each word
pairing “on world”, “world is”, “is unlike”, “unlike his”, “his
wins” & “wins the” are sensible when viewed on their own.

Total
words

Total
punctuation

Percent of
punctuation

Total upper
case words

Percent of upper
case words

Speech recognised files

9,117,820

360,359

0.04

9,117,820

1.00

Hand transcriptions

822,760

198,151

0.24

59,401

0.07

Table 1: Comparison of punctuation and upper case words in speech recognised and hand transcribed files

Consequently, searching a recognised text for unusual word
pairs or triples to estimate WER is unlikely to be fruitful. It is
better to examine attributes of documents beyond local context.
The method we propose is based on the observation made in
the retrieval experiments of previous work by one of the
authors (i.e. [Sanderson98]): where ordinary documents were
found to be retrieved in preference to the speech recognised.
The reason for this was the lower tf value of query terms in the
recognised documents when compared to the hand transcribed.
This was caused by the SR system failing to recognise all
occurrences of all the document words and replacing the misrecognised words with others. We postulate that, in general,
the poorer the recognition accuracy of an audio sequence, the
greater the number of single occurrence words within the
transcription produced.
To test this, a small initial experiment was conducted using the
TREC SDR 1998 collection: a collection composed of
approximately 3,000 short documents transcribed from US
news reports. The average number of occurrences of all words
in a document was computed and the average of this number
was calculated across all documents of the collection. The
resulting single value provided a simple measure of how often
words are repeated within collection documents. Thanks to
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efforts by SDR track participants in 1998, transcripts from eight
SR runs were made available to fellow participants along with
the hand transcription, all shared runs were used in the
experiment. As reported by Garofolo et al [Garofolo99a],
WERs on the runs varied greatly: the runs plus their error rates
are listed in table 2 ranked by WER.
The average term occurrence measure (to) for each of the
transcripts along with the score for the hand transcript was
computed. The results are shown in table 3 with the transcripts
ordered by score. As can be seen even in the hand transcription
words are rarely used more than once, however the score with
one notable exception (i.e. NIST B2) does appear to be ranking
systems by their WER.
A closer examination of the NIST B2 transcripts indicated that
the reason for the high term occurrence measure was due to
words with low idf being repeated many times within
documents. Consequently the experiment was repeated but
with the 1,000 highest frequency words ignored when
measuring. The results of this experiment are shown in table 4
below. (Note, the overall occurrence rate measure is lower for
all transcripts, this is to be expected given the removal of the
more frequent terms.) Using a simple correlation test, the
ranking produced by the altered measure was closer to the

System

Description

WER (%)

1

LTT

Hand transcription of audio data

2

CU HTK

Cambridge University using HTK toolkit

24.6

3

Dragon

University of Massachusetts & Dragon systems

29.5

4

ATT

AT&T

31.0

5

NIST B1

NIST B1 system

33.8

6

Shef

Sheffield University using Abbot system

35.6

7

NIST B2

NIST B2 system

47.5

8

DERA S2

Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, UK

61.3

9

DERA S1

Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, UK

66.0

0.0

Table 2: Description and WER of SDR 1998 SR systems.

Rank

System

to

WER Rank

Rank

System

to

WER Rank

1

LTT

1.28

1

1

LTT

1.18

1

2

CU HTK

1.21

2

2

CU HTK

1.12

2

3

ATT

1.19

4

3

NIST B1

1.11

5

4

NIST B1

1.19

5

4

ATT

1.11

4

5

NIST B2

1.18

7

5

Dragon

1.10

3

6

Dragon

1.18

3

6

Shef

1.09

6

7

Shef

1.18

6

7

NIST B2

1.07

7

8

DERA S2

1.13

8

8

DERA S2

1.06

8

9

DERA S1

1.12

9

9

DERA S1

1.05

9

Table 3: SR systems ranked by term occurrence measure

Table 4: Systems ranked by modified occurrence measure

TREC-9;
http://www.dcs.shef.ac.uk/~sjr/pubs/2001/trec9
.html, last accessed: June 2001

WER rate ranking in Garofolo et al’s paper.

4. Conclusions and future work
This paper has described in part, the retrieval problem of the
MIND project and described initial work tackling the important
problem of retrieving from collections of documents with
varying levels of error within them. A short experiment
showed that the proposed ideas are promising and deserving of
further investigation and it must be remembered that the
method illustrated here only provides a means of ranking
transcripts against each other. What is desired is a means of
determining levels of error rate from a single transcript. How
to achieve this, is our next challenge.
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